Hours:
Monday: Closed
Tues to Thurs: 12pm-9pm
Friday to Saturday: 12pm-10pm
Sunday: 12pm-7pm.
Address
8010 Ogontz Ave,
Philadelphia, PA 19150
Phone
215-276-0657

Burgers & Sandwiches
(Lettuce, tomato, onion, pickles, and American
cheese.)

Beef BurgerBacon BurgerTurkey BurgerPulled Pork
Pulled Pork w/Cole Slaw
BBQ Pork Rib

$5.50
$6.50
$5.50
$8.25
$9.25
$12.00

BBQ
BBQ Pork Ribs

$16.50 (1/2 )
$29.00 (Slab)
BBQ Beef Ribs
$19.25 (1/2)
$31.25 (Slab)
BBQ Chicken
$9.25 (1/2)
$18.50 (Whole)
Jerk Chicken
$9.25 (1/2)
$18.50 (Whole)
Fried Chicken
$9.50 (1/2)
$18.50 (Whole)
BBQ, Jerk, or Fried Wing $4.65 (3 Wings)

Platters
BBQ Pork RibsPulled PorkBBQ Beef RibsBBQ Chickenw/White Meat

$17.00
$15.00
$18.00
$14.50
$15.50

Jerk Chicken$14.50
w/White Meat
$15.50
Fried Chicken$14.50
w/White Meat
$15.50
Chicken Wings$13.25
BBQ Pork Ribs & Chicken- $22.50
w/White Meat
$23.50
BBQ Beef Ribs & Chicken- $24.50
w/White Meat
$25.50
Turkey Wing$13.50

Seafood
ShrimpFresh Fish SandwichWhiting
Catfish
Swai
Fresh Fish PlatterWhiting
Catfish
Swai
Grilled Salmon
Shrimp Platter-

$24.00 (12)
$12.00 (6)
$9.75
$10.25
$10.25

$14.75
$15.25
$15.25
$17.00
$27.50 (12)
$17.00 (6)
Fish/Shrimp Combo PlatterWhiting
$26.75
Catfish/Swai
$27.25

Desserts
Apple CobblerPeach CobblerAssorted CakesBanana Pudding

$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00

Signature Sides & Sides
Potato Salad- $4.00/8.00
Cabbage- $4.00/8.00
Collard Greens- $4.00/8.00
Candied Yams- $4.00/8.00
Mac & Cheese- $4.75/$9.50
String Beans- $4.00/8.00
Baked Beans- $4.00/8.00
Coleslaw- $4.00/8.00
Mac & Tuna- $4.00/8.00
Seafood Salad- $4.00/8.00
Corn on the Cob- $2.50
French Fries- $2.50
Sweet Potato Fries- $2.50
Corn Muffin- (3 for) $2.50
All vegetables cooked
with smoked turkey
products.
Prices are subject to
change without notice.

October 14, 2022, at
10:30am to announce his
candidacy for Philadelphia
City Council.

munity.” – Jon Hankins,
Member representing the
Candidate for City Council 3rd Senatorial District in
Philadelphia. Mr. Hankins
Jon Hankins is a Philadel- is also an established entrephia native who grew up in preneur in the fashion inAt the press conference,
North Philadelphia. Mr.
dustry, serving as President
Mr. Hankins made clear
Hankins is running for City of Mr. Philadelphia &
that the most pressing issue Council At-Large to devel- Company for the past five
is gun violence, and neigh- op and support legislation (5) years.
borhoods need more reto improve the lives of all
sources for change to ocresidents of Philadelphia.
Mr. Hankins intends to focur.
He has also become well
cus on Gun Violence &
known for his service as a Safety, Employment &
“The City of Philadelphia is Pastor, the youth mentoring Business Opportunities, as
By Staff
facing major issues right
programs he operates, and well as Education, and
Phot Credit: Jon Hankins
now. We need to ask ourhis advocacy in the comQuality of Life Improveselves how we can bring
munity.
ments (Trash pickup, Street
Jon Hankins, a Philadelphia our community together.
Cleanings, Potholes, etc.).
native with a community- The answer is by making
Mr. Hankins was selected
focused agenda, hosted a
our elected officials bring as a Pennsylvania Demopress conference on Friday, resources back to the com- cratic State Committee
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By R.S. Broker

pensive. Everything went
up, except of course wages.
Lets think about what we
Remember, inflation is the
all been through in this
percentage increase in priccountry since the pandemic es over a measurement of
started in 2020.
time.
Here’s the refresherChapter 4- Raise Fed Rates.
Chapter 1: Covid19 In the To stop inflation, the feds
beginning, there was covid. decided to raise the fed
funds rate, so it can be
The economy slowed
worldwide, and businesses more expensive to borrow,
as in January the rate was
shut down while many of
near zero in January 2022,
us lost loved ones. Then
afterwards when the world but now in November its
about 3% to 3.5%. This
started to come out of the
will help bring down prices
pandemic.
albeit slowly. You can see
Chapter 2: Stimulus. That it in the housing market
begat the Quantitative Eas- right now.
ing (QE) aka stimulus plans
to get the economic back to Now that have this timeline, chapter 5 would be
pre-pandemic. The USA,
about the event most aren’t
just like most other countries created plans to restart talking about- the strong
the economy by giving its dollar.
citizens extra cash to spend What does a strong dollar
and gave money to the self- mean? It means the value
employed all the way up to of the currency improves as
the corporations and real
other countries currency
estate developers.
becomes weaker. This hapChapter 3: Inflation. Once pened because the Feds
the money started flowing been much more aggressive
and the USA, and the world of raising rates compared to
stopped with the stimulus, other foreign banks raising
something happened. It was its rates which made the
dollar stronger because it
inflation, and it started to
cost more to borrow cash
rise quickly due to all the
new money in circulation. for US citizens using the
So now, things like houses, USD. Also, when you add
uncertainty around the
cars, eggs, bacon got exworld, the US Dollar is sta-

ble compared to all other
currencies, hence that’s
why its the world reserve
currency. The main reason
I believe that the dollar is
so strong is because its
fight against inflation. If
you go for vacation or buy
goods overseas you will
feel like cost is very cheap.
But if you export items outside the USA, then your
American made goods become more expensive to
customers in other countries.

a country that has a weak
currency (like Zimbabwe
back in 2008 had the 100
Trillion dollar bill) you
would be in serious trouble.

If you want to invest,
please use link below.
Whether your 20 or 60, a
new transfer of wealth is
upon the horizon. This isn’t
just the USA going through
a change. The whole world
is... It won’t be easy, but
you never know until to try.
Oh, and don’t forget to folIf you watched the dollar
low me on IG or YouTube
closely, you’ll realize his- at @TheGetMoneyShow.
torically the USD is priced Believe in yourself, believe
[foreign exchange rate (fx)] in your dreams, and always
at 100-120 Japanese
remember money a’int just
Yen. This means for 1 US green. We are not financial
dollar; you would get beadvisors or giving out fitween 100-120 JP Yen. If
nancial recommendations.
you look last month in October leading into November, the JPY is pegged between 140-150 per $1
USD. In September, the
British Pound (GBP) fx rate
is as close to the USD as
it’s ever been in its history,
where now 1 USD will get
you 0.88 GBP.
Now you know there are
pros and cons to a strong
dollar. Just be glad we live
the USA where we can enjoy the benefits of a strong
dollar because if you are in
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By Peter Hall,
Pennsylvania Capital-Star

mittee.

The report, released after
Krasner held a press conference on the state Capitol
steps on Friday decrying the
investigation as politically
motivated, also lists crime
statistics including nearly
1,000 people murdered
since January 2021 and 61.5
percent of fatal shootings in
which no one is arrested.
It also states 65 percent of
violent offense prosecutions
and up to 20 percent of fireThe report decries Krasner’s arms charges are withdrawn
refusal to cooperate and
or dismissed.
puts out some findings of
the committee such as for- “What’s the result of that?
mer assistant district attor- You have more folks who
neys calling Krasner’s adunfortunately have perpeministration “toxic” and
trated crimes back on the
complaining that prosecustreets to do the same thing
tors have lost their voices in again,” Select Committee
the courtroom.
Chairperson John Lawrence,
The Republican-led comR-Chester, said.
mittee heard testimony from
two former ADAs who said Krasner’s office said in the
the office’s policies result in statement that the report
preferential treatment of un- mixes up year-end date with
documented immigrants to year-to-date data resulting
avoid adverse immigration in incorrect conclusions and
consequences and, as a re- analysis. He said it also fails
sult, harm the communities to establish a connection
most affected by crime.
between crime incidents and
*Krasner’s office released a Krasner’s policies, noting
statement late Monday that that the number of incidents
said the testimony of the
since Krasner took office in
former ADAs appears to
2018 are below those behave been solicited through tween 2012 and 2015.
a website created by House
Republicans and that sworn His office also faulted the
depositions scheduled with report for failing to dig into
five current ADAs were ab- the city’s low clearance rate
ruptly canceled by the com- for homicide and non-fatal
The House Select Committee on Restoring Law and
Order voted Monday to present an interim report to the
full chamber on its investigation of Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner
and crime in Philadelphia.
A final report with recommendations to the House is
expected before the end of
the session next month.

shooting investigations and
notes that the conviction
rate for those that are solved
in close to 90 percent.
Lawrence said the reason
for the report now is the
committee’s findings need
to be “put before policymakers not just in this
building, but in other buildings, including City Hall in
Philadelphia.”

while rural Adams County
While Lawrence said the
has seen a 300 percent rise
committee is looking at
in homicides since 2019, in
causes in other city agenreal numbers it’s an increase
cies, such as understaffing from one to four murders.
in the police department,
“Any attempt to make that
Krasner has 100 percent
correlation is utterly ridicucontrol over what gets pros- lous,” Lawrence said.
ecuted.
He rejected Krasner’s assertion that there is a statewide
rise in crime, noting that

tee’s hearings should be
closed only to the extent
necessary to comply with
the law.

Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner takes questions from
reporters after a press conference in Harrisburg on Friday, (CapitalStar photo by Marley Parish)

By Marley parish and
Peter Hall
Pennsylvania Capital-Star
The Pennsylvania House
committee looking to impeach Democratic Philadelphia District Attorney Larry
Krasner canceled a hearing
with the city’s top prosecutor after he requested a public forum.

the GOP-controlled panel
conducted a series of public
hearings with live testimony on gun violence.
In September, the
House voted 162-38 to hold
Krasner in contempt for refusing to respond to a subpoena issued by the GOPcontrolled committee.

Krasner, who won reelection last year, agreed to
testify before the committee. But there were conditions from the panel, including that the meeting would
take place behind closed
doors without a public live
stream or audio recordings.
While the committee would
have a copy of the testimo“There is no integrity to this ny, Krasner said he could
process,” Krasner told renot make a copy.
porters during a press conference on the Capitol steps. “The ground rules they were
“If there was, then I would trying to set were Star
join them and help them
Chamber ground rules. You
every step of the way. They come in here. Answer our
would look at the entire
questions,” he said. “You
state, and they would look get no record of what you
at some real solutions and
said or what we asked you,
some things that can be
which, of course, opens the
done to make it better.”
door for them to say virtually anything about what hapThe House Select Commit- pened in there and provided
tee on Restoring Law and
me no opportunity whatsoOrder, which was formed in ever to establish whether
June to investigate and rethat was accurate or not —
view rising crime rates in
never mind out of context.”
the state’s largest city, has
focused on Krasner’s apExperts on Pennsylvania’s
proach to prosecuting crime government transparency
in Philadelphia. Last month, laws said the select commitKrasner still showed up at
the state Capitol on Friday
morning, condemning the
select committee’s investigation and telling reporters
that he expects the Republican-controlled chamber will
start the impeachment process as early as next week.

“If you want law and order,
there’s got to be transparency and accountability —
period point blank,” Terry
Mutchler, a lawyer who uses open government laws to
help journalists and businesses, said. “And you’re
not going to have law and
order that people can believe in when it happens
behind closed doors.”

topics that would violate
privilege or reveal information about investigations,
including probes into
crimes.
The select committee has
indicated the investigation
of a Philadelphia police officer convicted of manslaughter last month, including secret grand jury transcripts, is one of the subjects under examination.

Paula Knudsen Burke, a
Pennsylvania-based attorney for the Reporters ComJason Gottesman, a spokes- mittee for Freedom of the
person for House Republi- Press, said if Krasner’s tescans, did not say whether
timony was expected to inthere are plans to vote on
clude legally protected inimpeachment when the low- formation — such as details
er chamber returns to sesof grand jury proceedings
sion on Monday, telling re- — the closed session should
porters that “next week will be limited to that testimony.
take care of itself.”
Given the intense public
“It’s a slap in the face to the interest in the issue of crime
people that Larry Krasner’s in Philadelphia and the pooffice should be protecting tential that it could lead to
that he used time and rean elected official being resources from his office to
moved from office, the pubcome here today for a media lic deserves to have access,
stunt after he refused the
Knudsen Burke said.
goodwill invitation from the
select committee to offer his “It doesn’t make any sense
testimony,” Gottesman, who because it is so rare, and it
watched the press conferis such an extraordinary step
ence, said.
to put it behind closed
doors,” Knudsen Burke
Gottesman said Krasner can said.
submit a written statement
to the House committee but Krasner noted the commithas not done so.
tee’s focus on Philadelphia,
urging members to look at
Asked why the select com- statewide increases in crime
mittee opted to hear testiand consider “real solumony from Krasner behind tions” to prevent gun vioclosed doors, as opposed to lence. He cited bans on
a public forum, Gottesman ghost guns, red flag laws,
— citing House Rules and prevention efforts, and unithe Sunshine Act — said:
versal background checks
“That is the decision of the for firearms and ammunicommittee.”
tion.

municipalities from enacting firearm regulations
more restrictive than existing law.
Last year, the General Assembly approved legislation
allowing concealed carry
without a permit, lowering
the legal age from 21 to 18,
and granting open carry in
Philadelphia. Gov. Tom
Wolf, a Democrat who
leaves office in January
2023, vetoed the bill.
“Does that sound to you like
people truly invested in the
reduction of gun violence?
Or does that sound to you
like we will do anything,
and we will say anything in
a super-heated midterm
election cycle,” Krasner
said.
If the House committee recommends impeachment, the
lower chamber votes on
whether to proceed. If successful, a trial would take
place in the Senate.
Impeachment is rare in
Pennsylvania. The last successful impeachment was in
1994, with the House voting
to impeach and the Senate
convicting Rolf Larsen, a
former Supreme Court justice, for improperly discussing court matters.
Krasner said the committee
has no legal grounds for impeachment. Instead, he accused the committee of targeting him for his ideas and
policies during a “superheated election cycle” and
attempting to blame large
and diverse cities as being
“lawless.”

“What we see here is the
same old playbook, which is
While the Pennsylvania
“Pennsylvania municipali- about coded and racist mesSunshine Act requires that ties have been begging for saging,” Krasner said. “It’s
public business be conduct- real local control that allows about blaming the biggest
ed in open, publiclythem to pass meaningful
city in Pennsylvania with
accessible meetings, it does gun restrictions that the resi- the most diverse population
allow for exceptions.
dents want,” he said.
for having the same national
struggle that we have with
The Legislature, like other The Republican-controlled gun violence everywhere.”
agencies, can hold closed
Legislature has advanced
sessions when discussing
proposals prohibiting local

Filing a complaint against
a police officer
Recommending a police
officer for commendation
Mediating complaints between the community and
police

By Rasheed Ajamu
Germantown Info Hub
Photo by Rasheed Ajamu

Some significant changes
include the CPOC can
launch its own investigations from complaints,
In April, Philadelphia City which formerly would
Council voted to approve have gotten forwarded to
nine commissioners from the police. The CPOC can
around the city to join the also launch investigations
new Citizens Police Over- without a filed complaint.
sight Commission. With a And if an officer is
mission to improve the
charged based on a comcommunity and police de- plaint, the CPOC also has
partment relationship,
a say. The CPOC must be
the CPOC strives
consulted about the discifor “accountability, trans- plinary actions against poparency, and equity” of the lice officers, and if the poPhiladelphia Police Delice commissioner doesn’t
partment through civilian accept
oversight. But how is this the CPOC’s recommendati
done? Senior Policy Ana- ons, the group must relyst for the CPOC, Taleah ceive a written explanation
Grimmage, spoke with
of why from the police
Germantown Info Hub to commissioner.
help lay out the functions The CPOC can also make
and responsibilities of
objections based on the
the CPOC.
document.

What is the CPOC?
Grimmage says the existence of a citizens’ oversight in Philadelphia dates
back to 1958, which was
then known as the Police
Advisory Board. Mayor
James H.J. Tate dissolved
that group in 1969. In
1993, the Police Advisory
Commission was created
and stood until it was replaced with the CPOC.

The CPOC currently has
nine commissioners from
different police districts
around the city. They are:
•

Hassan Bennett

•

Melanie Debouse

•

Jalee Hatchett

Afroza Hossain, who represents the 14th District.
•

Benjamin Lerner

rounding policing. She
says that sometimes people
may have a policing issue,
but it doesn’t rise to the
complaint level.

Citizens are encouraged to
reach out with events and
opportunities for
Attending and speaking at the CPOC to attend, as
community meetings
they are citywide and look
to build trust with the
Another vital service of
community. They also
the CPOC is their presence hold monthly meetings
at the Police Board of In- around the city, in which
quiry (PBI) complaint
different topics about poagainst police (CAP) case licing get explored. Last
hearings. These hearings
month, they had a reflecconsider individual comtion session and commemplaints of misconduct (or
oration for Parks and RecCAPs) made by citizens.
reation employee Tiffany
At these meetings, memFletcher, who was shot and
• Haakim Peay
bers of the public elaborate killed outside Mill Creek
on complaints issued to
Recreation Center. In Authe CPOC or directly to
gust, they were in German• Maryelis Santiago
the PPD.
town exploring the history
of stop-and-frisk proce• John Solomon
dures. Civilians can inPPD misconduct allegaquire about when and
Rosaura Torres Thomas
tions flow chart. (CPOC)
where these events are
Unlike past oversight
happening by contacting
They are supported by a
groups, a commissioner is the CPOC.
full-time staff of 13 peopresent in these meetings
ple, which Grimmage is a
part of, who help carry out to help assess an outcome.
“For the first time, there is
the essential functions of
a civilian that’s in the
the group.
How to stay updated on
room,” Grimmage says.
the CPOC
“They’re able to listen to
the allegations and give a Philadelphians can contact
recommendation or disciWhat are the functions of plinary action to the police the CPOC at 215-6850891 or by email
the CPOC?
commissioner.”
at cpoc@phila.gov. The
CPOC regularly updates
On the city’s website, it
These meetings are posted its Facebook, Instagram,
says that through their
and Twitter with events,
monthly but happen on
work, the CPOC:
including the CAP hearvarious days throughout
the month. This month, the ings, and valuable information surrounding polic• Analyzes the policies, sessions will take place on ing in the city.
practices, and customs of October 18, 20, 26, and
Grimmage prompts the
27, all beginning at 10
the PPD.
public to be engaged with
a.m. All CAP hearings
happen at Philadelphia Po- the CPOC, saying, “I don’t
know anybody that doesn’t
• Reviews police depart- lice Headquarters at 400
have an opinion about poment policies and proceNorth Broad Street.
licing, whether it’s good or
dures.
bad. And Philadelphia reHolds public meetings to
ally has an opportunity for
discuss issues around poresidents to be involved in
When should you contact
lice matters.
the oversight process.”
the CPOC?
But there are more func“Whenever,” says Grimtions and services that citimage. While the most
zens should be aware of,
common call is comincluding:
plaints, she says that they
also take inquiries sur-

Palmisano wearing a South Fellini Wawa Jawn t-shirt for local pride
and to show how far Philadelphia’s influence can reach. (Photo
courtesy of Kae Lani Palmisano)

By Kae Lani Palmisano,
WHYY/Plan Philly

it’s weird, it’s wild, it’s
awesome — it can mean a
lot of different things, but
Philadelphia, we need to
the context of the rest of the
talk about how the word
conversation will capture
jawn has been used in recent that.
years. If we keep going at
the rate of a Jawn Morgan
Jawn is like the Philadelphia
SEPTA bus barreling down version of the French je ne
Washington Avenue, we’re sais quoi — “jawn sais
going to lose its more nuquoi,” if you will. It has an
anced meaning.
intangible quality that is
Jawn is one of those words hard to express in any other
that has captured the imagi- word aside from jawn.
nations of people over the
last few years. It is hard to It’s both a noun and an abdefine, which is why people stract idea, it draws most of
tend to just throw it into
that context from the culture
sentences or tack it on to
around it.
other words to add a bit of And jawn’s meaning isn’t
Philly flare to their vocabu- just what the word is today
lary. The ubiquitousness of — it’s also deeply connectjawn in our local conscious- ed to where the word came
ness has secured it as part of from.
the Philadelphia brand,
making it a point of pride — A brief history of jawn
I hate to break it to you,
but also a divisive term in
which locals fight over who Philly, but linguists agree
that jawn actually comes
is the most “Philly” in the
room. But reducing jawn to from New York City and is
“a Philly thing” perpetuates derived from the word
“joint,” which is deeply
the idea that it’s just a
rooted in African American
quirky local colloquialism
instead of a term that has a Vernacular English
(AAVE), but its history
deeper, richer meaning.
The current understanding goes back to around the
time of emancipation.
of the word jawn is that it
can be used to replace any Black Southerners used the
term “juke joint” to refer to
noun in a sentence. While
that is true, it’s too simplis- clubs and bars that were
safe spaces for Black people
tic of a definition. Jawn is
so much more than just an to gather. Through the late
interchangeable Philly noun 1800s, juke joints were
where blues and ragtime
— it’s an emphasis of the
music started to proliferate,
noun it’s replacing.
giving way to other forms of
music including jazz, booThe emphasis of jawn is
gie woogie dance music
when you want to express
that the noun is “extra” — and, later, rock-and-roll.

During this time, joint was
also a way to describe a
place as seedy or dangerous.
Places of ill repute like opium dens, gambling parlors
and places where criminals
met were referred to as
joints. Joint’s divergent
meaning also coincides with
the rise of Jim Crow laws
designed to disenfranchise,
undermine and hold back
Black people in the South.
Laws that perpetuated “separate but
equal” policies weren’t the
only ways in which segregation was enforced. A racist
dominant culture took, and
in some cases still takes,
aspects associated with
Black culture and twists it to
create a fictitious “boogie”
man (side note — see how
boogie woogie dance music
morphed into boogie man,
which can be a disparaging
word for Black Americans).
It’s this hatred toward Black
Americans in the South that
leads to The Great Migration. From the 1910s
through the 1970s, roughly
six million Black Americans
moved to the North, Midwest, and West to escape
the oppression of the Jim
Crow South. They brought
with them their Southern
Black culture which is why
we find barbecue in Kansas
City, why Chicago has its
own style of jazz, and why
New York City began to use
the word joint.

Southern drawl’s influence
on Philly-tongue, not to
mention that of African
American Vernacular English, we tend to draw out our
vowels and swallow our final consonants, so… no ’t’,”
wrote Kingston.
It’s also around this time
when joint and jawn take on
main character energy.
Basically, referring to something as jawn wasn’t just a
person, place or thing, but
rather THE person, place or
thing that diverges from the
norm and has extraordinary
qualities.
Whose jawn is it anyway?
Last week, I wrote a Twitter
thread about the word
jawn (the original inspiration for the piece you’re
reading now). Overall my
explanation of jawn resonated with people, but there
was a small handful of people who were strangely possessive of jawn, and were
quick to discredit my perspective for one simple reason: I am from New Jersey.
Ya got me! I was born in
Camden, New Jersey in
1989 and lived in a mixedrace household with my
grandparents, my uncles,
and my mom. My grandfather, Claude Suggs, moved
here from North Carolina
(he was part of The Great
Migration), and worked
with my grandmother in
Philadelphia as a street vendor.

graphical one. It’s a cultural
one. Jawn was a Black
Philly thing before it was a
Philly thing. Though jawn
has become part of our region’s shared culture, it will
always carry a deeper meaning to the Black community.
That’s because jawn is more
than just a person, place or
thing – it’s got history. It is
a safe place to gather and be
joyful despite being undermined by the dominant culture. Jawn hypes people up
and is a term of encouragement, like how Funky Four
Plus One calls each member
of their group “the joint” in
their song “That’s the
Joint”.

Jawn has an unspoken language connected to it.
Part of it is understood by
most people in the region,
even the folks who hang
jawnaments up for the holidays, eat something off the
jawn menu, or wear jawn Tshirts (I own two). But
there’s a whole other world
of jawn that speaks to the
people who had to preserve
and protect the culture
around it.
The magic of jawn is that,
for some reason, there’s always an understanding of
what it is referring to.
That’s because jawn is
shaped by the tonality, cadence, and vocabulary of
African American Vernacular English. Just listen to
how Questlove uses jawn in
By the mid-20th century,
this explainer video promotthe word joint had gone
ing Summer of Soul rethrough what’s called
ferred to as “A Questlove
“semantic bleaching” where Despite being a whiteJawn,” which is reminiscent
much of the word’s negative passing Jersey girl, the
of how Spike Lee’s films
Southern drawl and African are called “Joints”. The
meaning was lost, and by
the 1970s and 1980s, joint American Vernacular Eng- meaning changes, and that’s
lish are part of my codesimply meant a place or a
the point.\
thing (a noun replacement, switching lexicon. Also,
culture doesn’t stop at the
much like it is today).
When you know the history
borders old white men drew behind jawn, understand
on a map. I’ve lived in dif- where it comes from and
Hip-hop culture and rap
ferent parts of the region,
popularized the term joint
recognize the community
which spread beyond New from Philadelphia all the
who brought meaning to it,
way to the Pine Barrens,
York City’s borders all
you can better appreciate its
where people also shop at
along the east coast. This
more subtle meanings.
“Ack-uh-me” and get
included Philadelphia
And that jawn just hits difwhere, according to Sandy “wooder” from a “spicket.” ferent.
There is a divide between
Kingston of Philadelphia
Magazine, joint evolved in- our understandings of jawn,
but it’s not entirely a geoto jawn “because of the

eighth-grade math and reading, respectively.
Scores dropped for students
in most states and across
almost all demographic
groups, with math drops
more dramatic than reading.
The average fourth-grade
math score dropped by 5
points and the average
eighth-grade math score decreased by 8 points, representing the steepest declines
ever recorded.

By Aubri Juhasz, WHYY
Photo Credit: (Emma Lee/

n’t doing well to begin with.
Just 17% of the city’s fourth
WHYY)
-graders were proficient in
reading and 18% in math in
Math and reading scores
2019, compared to 15% and
held relatively steady for
13% in 2022, according to
Philadelphia students during the National Assessment of
the pandemic, despite sigEducational Progress
nificant drops across much (NAEP), also known as the
of the country, according to Nation’s Report Card.
data released Monday.
NAEP assesses reading and
The problem is, most stumath proficiency for the
dents in Philadelphia were-

Nationally, 36% of fourthgraders and 26% of eighthgraders were considered
proficient in math.
Pennsylvania students percountry’s fourth- and eighth formed similarly, with 40%
-graders every two years,
of fourth-graders considered
but the pandemic delayed
proficient and 27% of
the 2021 test by a year.
eighth-graders. In Philadelphia, the proficiency rate for
Out of 26 large urban
both grades was much lower
school districts, the School at 13%.
District of Philadelphia
ranked fifth from the bottom While Philadelphia’s scores
in fourth-grade math and
ent down across all four catreading and sixth and sevegories, just one change —
enth from the bottom in
the drop in fourth-grade

math — was considered statistically significant, meaning there was no real change
when sampling errors were
considered.
Superintendent Tony Watlington said the district’s
scores were “encouraging,”
given the significant disruptions students experienced
at the height of the pandemic.
Still, he said the district has
a long way to go to ensure
“all students are succeeding
academically.”
“That’s why, outside of student safety, improving academic outcomes for all of
our students will be our
highest priority as we develop our new five-year strategic plan,” Watlington, who
started as superintendent in
June, said in a written statement.
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witnesses weren’t questioned and video evidence
wasn’t collected.
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ond term by a landslide last erase Philly votes did not
year, is one of a number of actually open today’s taxpayer-funded hearing to all
“A day that was supposed to progressive prosecutors
be full of hope, and new
across the country to come of the taxpaying public,”
Krasner said. “People they
beginnings was stolen in a under fire from conservadid not like were turned
blink of an eye,” Billa said. tives for policies aimed at
away from the door with no
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explanation given.”
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many in the audience apRep. John Lawrence, Rpeared to be members of the
Chester, the committee’s
They included a suburban
transplant to South Philadel- chairperson, addressed that media or legislative staffers.
criticism in his opening rephia who survived being
In addition to the testimony
shot in the lung as she exer- marks at Thursday’s hearof survivors of violent
cised on the sidewalk with ing, saying it would be a
her neighbors, the mother of dereliction of state lawmak- crime, the committee heard
a young woman fatally shot ers’ duty if they did not act the testimony of former
as she sat in her boyfriend’s to make sure all Pennsylva- state and federal prosecutor
Bruce Antkowiak, now
a car in a supermarket park- nia residents are safe.
counsel to St. Vincent’s
ing lot, and the grandmother
College in Latrobe, Westof another young woman
“If you are here today exkilled when a man fired 15 pecting, hoping, or fearing moreland County, on the
grand jury process and the
shots into a bar after being simple-minded mudslingtold there were no pool ta- ing, you will be disappoint- limits of prosecutorial disbles available for him.
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to
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the
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law enforcement before it
recommended charges
against former Philadelphia
police officer Eric Ruch,
who was convicted last
week of manslaughter in the
shooting of an unarmed
black man.
Only a full review of the
grand jury transcript would
answer that question, and
because grand jury investigations are strictly confidential to protect witnesses
and subjects, such a review
would have to be conducted
by the grand jury’s supervising judge, Antkowiak
said.
In his statement, Krasner
said Antkowiak’s testimony
validated his office’s objection and legal challenge to
the committee’s subpoena
for grand jury materials in
the Ruch case.
While the testimony of the
crime survivors cast a glaring light on the tragedy of
Philadelphia’s crime epidemic, a theme emerged in
their stories. Several said
that their pain was exacerbated by the failure of investigators to look for evidence or communicate with
them about the progress of
the case.

Dean Maude said her stepson Chucky Maude’s case
didn’t immediately become
a homicide because he was
on life support for two
weeks after he was shot
while sleeping in his car.
“We talked to several people and they said that they
weren’t questioned. We just
find it weird like why wasn’t anybody questioned?”
Maude said.
Chucky Maude’s mother
Jennifer Meleski testified
that she discovered detectives had not canvassed
businesses in the neighborhood for security videos and
pushed them to do so.
“I had to keep calling the
detective, like what are you
doing? Some of these videos will start to record over,
they loop,” Meleski said,
adding that it was only
when she included the detective’s supervisor in
an email that they took action.
Asked after the hearing
about witnesses’ frustrations
with police, Lawrence repeated that the committee
has a broad mandate.

“We have a lot to look at
across the board in PhiladelTiffany Flynn, whose
phia. The continual focus on
daughter Ojanae Tamia
one individual I think is
Thompson was shot in the misplaced,” Lawrence said.
crowded parking lot of a
“As the time comes if indiShopRite in the city’s Olney viduals need to be held to
section, said she took infor- account, we will not hesitate
mation about the possible
to do so.”
identity of the three shooters
to detectives.
“I bring that information to
the detectives who are in
charge of my daughter’s
case, and I was given nothing in return. No information given, nothing if it
was helpful or not. Every
time I contacted them I’m
told there are no new updates,” Flynn said.

